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POSITIVE IMPACT
OF HAVING A LAPTOP AT HOME
•

encourages independence - student is “in charge” of his / her own education

•

encourages communication - teachers do often check email after-hours to respond to
student queries; online discussions allow communication to extend beyond class block

•

resources are always available: no fighting with siblings or parents to do research or
work on a project; there are no worries about compatibility: applications used to start
work in school will always be available at home

•

encourages creativity - kids will often go beyond or in a different direction from what
they are learning in school to create new types of content

CHALLENGES TO BE FACED
FROM HAVING A LAPTOP AT HOME
•

Unkind behavior is sometimes easier when you can’t see your victim

•

the internet can provide access to content not appropriate for middle school students

•

time management is a skill that needs to be learned

TEACHING STUDENTS SKILLS FOR OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM
•

Time given to write all assignments down in Homework Diary; students are
encouraged to plan out their week, taking into account other activities.

•

Long-term projects are often broken down into chunks.

•

Good time management / focus skills are modeled in class (restriction on
checking email / social media during work time); this is backed-up with
research-based mini lessons in advisory.

•

Rescue Time is installed on laptops to allow student access to objective data
about their laptop use.

•

Digital Citizenship is taught in 5th, 6th, 7th ,and 8th grade advisories. Health
classes also focus on internet safety and the importance of being an
upstander.

WHAT WILL BE USEFUL AT HOME?
As with everything you teach your children, begin to talk about the issues before they
become problems (alcohol, smoking, curfew, TV time, internet use, time spent on laptop)
• Humans learn from their experiences, even negative ones
• Supervision is the key, especially at first.
• It’s easier to be strict at first and then give more freedom than it is to try to tighten the
reins later
• Provide clear, objective guidelines and consequences; consider a family Technology
Agreement
• Qustodio can be installed on request.
•

OTHER
RESOURCES
http://
www.asl.org/
mstech

OTHER
RESOURCES

SUPPORT
NEXT YEAR
Date To be confirmed…
Back to School Night: Parents are the first ones to take the laptops home
Early-Mid October
Grade 5-8 parent session on managing tech in the home
Thursday and Friday, October 25-26
Drop in Q & A / hands-on help during Fall Parent Conference Time

WHAT NEXT?
•

If you haven’t already done so, begin to talk to your child about expectations and limits
of technology use in your home

•

Apply the same guidelines for technology use as for other house rules

•

When questions arise, don’t hesitate to contact your child’s teacher or the middle
school technology coordinator

Colin Bridgewater: 020 7449 1442 (colin_bridgewater@asl.org)

